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About This Game

Bringing classic arcade games such as Boulder Dash and Dig Dug into the 21st century, Quarries Of Scred is an unapologetically
brutal, retro-inspired arcade game designed to see just how far you’ll go to risk your bounty.

You are Bob, who is a bad man. For reasons unknown, Bob must work the quarry to pay off his debts. Collect dirt, diamonds
and other valuables but avoid causing the rocks to fall on to your head or to block the path back up. You’ll question your sanity

as you dive deeper into the quarry, hoping to return with a larger reward and praying you will not be killed at the hands of a
falling rock or the creatures dwelling within. Die, as you surely will, and a new quarry is generated, with a new trove of treasures

and dangers.

Features

A Procedural death trap is a happy death trap:
A new and unique quarry awaits you every time.

Daily Quarry:
Each day a new standardised quarry will open up. Compete against fellow gamers to be Top Bob.

Authentically Retro:
Harking back to the early 80’s, play in EGA, CGA or Monogreen graphics styles as well as multiple sprite set variations from

contributing guest artists.

Multiple Game Modes:
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See how much you can earn before you die in Normal, Darkness, Blink and 60 & 120 Second Challenge modes.

Sweet gear:
Why pay off your debt when you can spend all your new riches on lasers and gravity inverters.
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Title: Quarries of Scred
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Hammerspace Games
Publisher:
Surprise Attack
Release Date: 22 Apr, 2015
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Not a serious FPS game, go in and try, THAT'S IT!
The overall gameplay is not OK, felt like TF2's atmosphere though but the aiming and the movements aren't quite good.
The weapons are OK, only 4 exist and for me the sniper was so bad.
The graphics are lowly rendered but it's the theme, and the animations are bad.. Lacks Content.. This is a mobile ported retro
pixel simplistic rhythm/defense game where you push some buttons to kill attackers climbing your tower.

There's so much wrong with this it's giving me a headache just thinking about it. Convoluted controls that can't be remapped, no
high resolution support, lazy retro pixel graphics (hire an artist, you incompetent buffoons), mobile ported mobile gameplay.

Nobody should play this, ever. It wasn't even that successful on iOS. What's it doing on Steam? iPhone games don't belong on
PC.. Great Product Love the Class 37. Awesome This Game.
⋆ Graphics 10/10. ♬
⋆ Sounds 10/10. ☣
⋆ Trading Cards. ✓

♕ My Review™. Decent game

Short

kinda iritating u have to redo the whole thing if you missklick, shoud instead have a "upload" or smth button to test if your right,
not the game trying it evry time u klick smth. This Is A Really Good Game
My Review On Youtube: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=LHcG7UTdIHU
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This Game is Overpriced, buggy, laggy, and lacks of work.
$14.99 USD Farming World

Graphic 2/10
Sound 1/10
Music 1/10
Gameplay 2/10
Replayable 3/10
Creative 2/10
Total: 3/10
Felt like one those games you play on Win 98 in the old days, It's plain to start with.
Sound is repetatble same sound every 3 secs, it gets really annoying after 10 mins.
Music is horrified, repeats every 5 secs... simple tone like old home phone ring.
The gameplay is okay, but it's quite buggy and laggy, personally I am a big fan of sim/farming games, but this one is totally
overpriced and at the look of it it's like those facebook games convert into pc games.
Time consume is like very long waits in the game.
This looks like farm frenzy #1 in the old days. many ideas are alike.

after 10 mins of gameplay I shutdowned all the tut. music/sound etc, I am very disappointed at dev.
everything takes forever to build. Day/night cycle is useless. (brighter screen vs Darker screen.)

The idea of sim/farm game is really good, but it needs a little more work than this to do the job.. I've played already more than 3
hours and amount of fun is ultra huge like Strangulator snek ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)

Graphic is cool, story is very good also, all Easter eggs are delicious. You don't need to be polish really to have fun.

My recommendation is as always 2/10!
Buy it - love it.. game is very easy if you can do slide puzzles, you will get all the rep you need by doing the Goddes puzzles.
Was ok as this type of dating sim goes. Althought the tag says nudity, whick there is none of. That might be a user tag i guess..
Very Good Game. It's fun and quite easy, most of the times.

Only real downside is the music - I had to turn it off, it's so repetitive.

A few minor gripes:
The logic behind the pathing isn't really explained - some levels have circles which some, but not all enemies take.
When you beat the last wave of the last level (difficulty easy), there is nothing - not even "Hey, do finished the last level of this
episode on easy!".
A few more achievements would be nice, like an achievement for clearing an episode. As much as I like having all
achievements, I feel there could have been a few more that take more effort.
When you place a new tower, the position of the individual types isn't fixed, this is annoying - you can't always expect the
crossbow to be at the top, for example. Fortunately, you can pause any time.
Keyboard support would be nice - something like SPACE for pause/continue.

I like the in-level upgrade system of the defense towers - previous upgrades are counted towards the cost of the next upgrade, so
you don't lose money by upgrading incrementally.. I think the negative review were pretty much all pre-patch.

I really like this game.

If you like spacr combat games, buy this, you won't be disappointed.. Really enjoing this so far. Always wished for greensking
armies based around goblins but it was so cost-inefective compared to regular ork armies that I gave up.
This though with their bonusses to goblins finnaly made them worthwhile.

I see this more as adding new race - Goblins - to the game because honestly who of you fielded goblin based armies when
playing as Greenskin when you had option to go for orcs.
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And boy, are these goblins hilarious. Squigs for days! Goblins on squigs for days!. The game is a lot of fun but will not run on
Windows 10.

Edit (October 26th 2018): Kudos to the developers for patching the game; it runs pretty well aside from some minor issues with
lag.. this stuff should not make it to steam. This is a fantastic game. A true test of one's technical skill and ability to adapt, and
one of the best PC ports I've ever played. I cannot state enough just how much I enjoyed this game. Despite half of the game not
making it to the final cut, it still manages to feel like a coherent game from start to finish. Certainly worth the price of
admission, definitely more than its successor. Especially get it if it's on sale; it's the best five dollars I've ever spent.
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